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ABSTRACT
Context. The NASA Kepler space telescope has detected solar-like oscillations in several hundreds of single stars, thereby providing
a way to determine precise stellar parameters using asteroseismology.
Aims. In this work, we aim to derive the fundamental parameters of a close triple star system, HD 188753, for which asteroseismic
and astrometric observations allow independent measurements of stellar masses.
Methods. We used six months of Kepler photometry available for HD 188753 to detect the oscillation envelopes of the two brightest
stars. For each star, we extracted the individual mode frequencies by fitting the power spectrum using a maximum likelihood estima-
tion approach. We then derived initial guesses of the stellar masses and ages based on two seismic parameters and on a characteristic
frequency ratio, and modelled the two components independently with the stellar evolution code CESTAM. In addition, we derived the
masses of the three stars by applying a Bayesian analysis to the position and radial-velocity measurements of the system.
Results. Based on stellar modelling, the mean common age of the system is 10.8 ± 0.2 Gyr and the masses of the two seismic com-
ponents are MA = 0.99 ± 0.01 M and MBa = 0.86 ± 0.01 M. From the mass ratio of the close pair, MBb/MBa = 0.767 ± 0.006, the
mass of the faintest star is MBb = 0.66 ± 0.01 M and the total seismic mass of the system is then Msyst = 2.51 ± 0.02 M. This value
agrees perfectly with the total mass derived from our orbital analysis, Msyst = 2.51+0.20−0.18 M, and leads to the best current estimate of
the parallax for the system, π = 21.9 ± 0.2 mas. In addition, the minimal relative inclination between the inner and outer orbits is
10.9◦ ± 1.5◦, implying that the system does not have a coplanar configuration.
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1. Introduction
Stellar physics has experienced a revolution in recent years with
the success of the CoRoT (Baglin et al. 2006) and Kepler space
missions (Gilliland et al. 2010a). Thanks to the high-precision
photometric data collected by CoRoT and Kepler, asteroseismol-
ogy has matured into a powerful tool for the characterisation of
stars.
The Kepler space telescope yielded unprecedented data
allowing the detection of solar-like oscillations in more than
500 stars (Chaplin et al. 2011) and the extraction of mode fre-
quencies for a large number of targets (Appourchaux et al. 2012b;
Davies et al. 2016; Lund et al. 2017). From the available sets
of mode frequencies, several authors performed detailed mod-
elling to infer the mass, radius, and age of stars (Metcalfe et al.
2014; Silva Aguirre et al. 2015; Creevey et al. 2017). In addition,
using scaling relations, the measurement of the seismic parame-
ters ∆ν and νmax provides a model-free estimate of stellar mass
and radius (Chaplin et al. 2011, 2014). A direct measurement
of stellar mass and radius can also be obtained using the large
frequency separation, ∆ν, angular diameter from interferometric
observations, and parallax (see e.g., Huber et al. 2012; White
et al. 2013). The determination of accurate stellar parameters
is crucial for studying the populations of stars in our Galaxy
(Chaplin et al. 2011; Miglio et al. 2013). Therefore, a proper
calibration of the evolutionary models and scaling relations is
required in order to derive the stellar mass, radius, and age with
a high-level of accuracy. In this context, binary stars provide a
unique opportunity to check the consistency of the derived stellar
quantities.
Most stars are members of binary or multiple stellar systems.
Among all the targets observed by Kepler, there should be many
systems showing solar-like oscillations in both components, that
is, seismic binaries. However, using population synthesis mod-
els, Miglio et al. (2014) predicted that only a small number
of seismic binaries are expected to be detectable in the Kepler
database. Indeed, the detection of the fainter star requires a mag-
nitude difference between both components typically smaller
than approximately one. Until now, only four systems identi-
fied as seismic binaries using Kepler photometry have been
reported in the literature: 16 Cyg A and B (KIC 12069424 and
KIC 12069449; Metcalfe et al. 2012, 2015; Davies et al. 2015),
HD 176071 (KIC 9139151 and KIC 9139163; Appourchaux
et al. 2012b; Metcalfe et al. 2014), HD 177412 (KIC 7510397;
Appourchaux et al. 2015), and HD 176465 (KIC 10124866;
White et al. 2017).
The theory of binary star formation excluded the gravita-
tional capture mechanism as an explanation for the existence of
binary systems (Tohline 2002). As a consequence, the binary star
systems are created from the same dust disk during stellar forma-
tion (Tohline 2002). Due to their common origin, both stars of
a seismic binary are assumed to have the same age and initial
chemical composition, allowing a proper calibration of stellar
models. Indeed, the detailed modelling of each star results in
two independent values of the stellar age, which can be com-
pared a posteriori. In addition, ground-based observations of
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a seismic binary also provide strong constraints on the stellar
masses through the dynamics of the system. For example, the
total mass of the system can be derived from its relative orbit
using interferometric measurements. Among the four seismic
binaries quoted above, only the pair HD 177412 has a sufficiently
short period, namely ∼14 yr, to allow the determination of an
orbital solution for the system. From the semi-major axis and the
period of the relative orbit, Appourchaux et al. (2015) derived
the total mass of the system using Kepler’s third law associated
with the revised HIPPARCOS parallax of van Leeuwen (2007).
However, the parallax of such a binary star can be affected by
the orbital motion of the system (Pourbaix 2008), resulting in a
potential bias on the estimated values of total mass and stellar
radii.
Another approach for measuring stellar masses is to combine
spectroscopic and interferometric observations of binary stars.
This method has the advantage of allowing a direct determi-
nation of distance and individual masses. Such an analysis has
recently been performed by Pourbaix & Boffin (2016) for the
well-known binary α Cen AB, which shows solar-like oscilla-
tions in both components (Bouchy & Carrier 2002; Carrier &
Bourban 2003). Thus far, α Cen AB is the only seismic binary
for which both a direct comparison between the estimated val-
ues of the stellar masses, using asteroseismology and astrometry,
and an independent distance measurement are possible. Fortu-
nately, another system offers the possibility of performing such
an analysis using Kepler photometry and ground-based observa-
tions. This corresponds to a close triple star system, HD 188753,
for which we have detected solar-like oscillations in the two
brightest components.
This article is organised as follows. Section 2 summarises the
main features of HD 188753 and briefly describes the observa-
tional data used in this work, including Kepler photometry and
ground-based measurements. Section 3 presents the orbital anal-
ysis of HD 188753 leading to the determination of the distance
and individual masses. Section 4 details the seismic analysis of
the two oscillating components, providing accurate mode fre-
quencies and reliable proxies of the stellar masses and ages.
Section 5 describes the input physics and optimisation proce-
dure used for the detailed modelling of each of the two stars.
Finally, the main results of this paper are presented and discussed
in Sect. 6, and some conclusions are drawn in Sect. 7.
2. Target and observations
2.1. Time series and power spectrum
HD 188753 is a bright triple star system (V = 7.41 mag) situ-
ated at a distance of 45.7 ± 0.5 pc. The main stellar parameters
of the system are given in Table 1. This system was observed by
the Kepler space telescope in short-cadence mode (58.85 s sam-
pling; Gilliland et al. 2010b) during a time period of six months,
between 2012 March 29 and 2012 October 3. Standard Kepler
apertures were not designed for the observation of such a bright
and saturated target. A custom aperture was therefore defined
and used for HD 188753, through the Kepler Guest Observer
(GO) program1, to capture all of the stellar flux.
Short-cadence (SC) photometric data are available to the
Kepler Asteroseismic Science Consortium (KASC; Kjeldsen
et al. 2010) through the Kepler Asteroseismic Science Oper-
ations Center (KASOC) database2. The SC time series for
1 https://keplergo.arc.nasa.gov/
2 http://kasoc.phys.au.dk/
Table 1. Main stellar and seismic parameters of HD 188753.
Stellar parameter HD 188753 Reference
V (mag) 7.41 ESA (1997)
∆Va (mag) 0.69 ESA (1997)
Teff (K) 5383 ± 188 Huber et al. (2014)
log g (cgs) 4.52 ± 0.40 Huber et al. (2014)
[Fe/H] (dex) 0.06 ± 0.30 Huber et al. (2014)
V0 (km s−1) −22.21 ± 0.03 our orbital estimateb
Parallax (mas) 21.9 ± 0.6 our orbital estimateb
Parallax (mas) 21.9 ± 0.2 our seismic estimatec
Distance (pc) 45.7 ± 0.5 our seismic estimatec
Seismic parameter Star A Star Ba
νmax (µHz) 2204 ± 8 3274 ± 67
∆ν (µHz) 106.96 ± 0.08 147.42 ± 0.08
Notes. (a)Magnitude difference between the visual components.
(b)Systemic velocity and parallax derived in Sect. 3.2. (c)Parallax and
corresponding distance derived in Sect. 6.2.
HD 188753 (KIC 6469154) is divided into quarters of three
months each, referred to as Q13 and Q14. Custom Aperture
File (CAF) observations are handled differently from standard
Kepler observations. A specific Kepler catalogue ID3 greater
than 100 000 000 is then assigned to each quarter. This work
is based on SC data in Data Release 25 (DR25)4, which were
processed with the SOC Pipeline 9.3 (Jenkins et al. 2010). As a
result, the DR25 SC light curves were corrected for a calibration
error affecting the SC pixel data in DR24.
The light curves were concatenated and high-pass filtered
using a triangular smoothing with a full width at half max-
imum (FWHM) of one day to minimise the effects of long-
period instrumental drifts. The single-sided power spectrum was
produced using the Lomb-Scargle periodogram (Lomb 1976;
Scargle 1982), which has been properly calibrated to comply
with Parseval’s theorem (see Appourchaux 2014). The length of
data gives a frequency resolution of about 0.06 µHz. Figure 1
shows the smoothed power spectrum of HD 188753 with a
zoom-in on the oscillation modes of the secondary seismic com-
ponent at ∼3300 µHz. The significant peak in the PSPS lies
at ∆ν/2 ' 74 µHz, where ∆ν is the large frequency separa-
tion; it corresponds to the signature of the near-regular spacing
between individual modes of oscillation for the secondary com-
ponent. Table 1 provides the seismic parameters of the two stars,
∆ν and νmax, as derived in Sect. 4.2. We note that previous
DR24 did not allow the detection of the secondary compo-
nent in the SC light curves due to the degraded signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N).
2.2. Astrometric and radial-velocity data
HD 188753 (HIP 98001, HO 581, or WDS 19550+4152) is known
as a close visual binary discovered by Hough (1899) and charac-
terised by an orbital period of ∼25 yr (van Biesbroeck 1918). In
the late 1970s, it was established that the secondary component is
itself a spectroscopic binary with an orbital period of ∼154 days
(Griffin 1977). HD 188753 is thus a hierarchical triple star system
3 Kepler IDs are 100 004 033 and 100 004 071 for Q13 and Q14
respectively.
4 DR25 corresponds to version 4 of Q13–Q14 for HD 188753.
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Fig. 1. Power spectrum of HD 188753. Left panel: power spectrum smoothed with a 1 µHz boxcar filter showing the oscillation modes of the two
seismic components around 2200 and 3300 µHz, respectively. Right panel: zoom-in on the mode power peaks of the secondary component. The
inset displays the power spectrum of the power spectrum (PSPS) computed over the frequency range of the oscillations around νmax = 3274±67 µHz
(see Table 1).
consisting of a close pair (B) in orbit at a distance of 11.8 AU
from the primary component (A).
Position measurements of HD 188753 were first obtained
by Hough (1899) with the 18 1/2 inch Refractor of the Dear-
born Observatory of Northwestern University. This system was
then continuously observed over the last century using differ-
ent techniques and instruments. Since the pioneering work of
Struve (1837), more than 150 yr of micrometric measurements
are now available for double stars in the literature. Table A.1 pro-
vides the result of the micrometric observations for HD 188753.
In addition, speckle interferometry for getting the relative posi-
tion of close binaries has been in use since the 1970’s (Labeyrie
et al. 1974). These observations are included in the Fourth Cat-
alog of Interferometric Measurements of Binary Stars (Hartkopf
et al. 2001b)5. Table A.2 summarises the high-precision data
obtained for HD 188753 from 1979 to 2006. All published data
of HD 188753 are displayed in Fig. 2.
The first radial-velocity (RV) observations of HD 188753
were performed by Griffin (1977) from 1969 to 1975 using
the photoelectric RV spectrometer of the Cambridge Observa-
tories described in Griffin (1967). The author then discovered
that the system contained a spectroscopic binary with an orbital
period of ∼154 days. HD 188753 was later observed by Konacki
(2005) with the high-resolution echelle spectrograph (HIRES;
Vogt et al. 1994) at the W. M. Keck Observatory, from 2003
August to 2004 November. Konacki reported the detection of
a hot Jupiter around the primary component that was chal-
lenged by Eggenberger et al. (2007). However, the author showed
that the spectroscopic binary detected by Griffin (1977) cor-
responds to the secondary component of the visual pair. The
system was finally observed by Eggenberger et al. (2007) with
the ELODIE echelle spectrograph (Baranne et al. 1996) at the
Observatoire de Haute-Provence (France) between July 2005
and August 2006. In order to derive the radial velocities of the
faintest star, Mazeh et al. (2009) applied a three-dimensional
(3D) correlation technique (TRIMOR) to the data obtained by
Eggenberger et al. (2007). In this study, we used the RV mea-
surements from Griffin (1977), Konacki (2005), and Mazeh et al.
(2009).
5 http://ad.usno.navy.mil/wds/int4.html
Fig. 2. Astrometric orbit of HD 188753. Micrometric observations
are indicated by green plus symbols and interferometric observations
by blue diamonds. The green lines indicate the distance between the
observations and the fitted orbit. A red “H” indicates the HIPPARCOS
measure. East is upwards and north is to the right.
3. Orbital analysis
3.1. Method and model
In this section, we present the methodology employed to deter-
mine the orbital parameters of the triple star system HD 188753.
For this, we performed a combined treatment of more than
a century of archival astrometry (AM) along with the RV
measurements found in the literature.
Recently, Appourchaux et al. (2015) derived the orbit of
the seismic binary HD 177412 (HIP 93511) by applying a
Bayesian analysis to the astrometric measurements of the sys-
tem. We adapted this Bayesian approach in order to include the
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radial-velocity measurements for HD 188753. We defined the
global likelihood of the data given the orbital parameters as:
L = LAMLRV, (1)
where LAM and LRV are the likelihoods of the AM and RV data
respectively, computed from:
lnLAM = −
1
2
NAM∑
i=1
 xmodi − xobsiσx,i
2 + ymodi − yobsi
σy,i
2 , (2)
lnLRV = −
1
2
NRV∑
i=1
Vmodi − Vobsi
σV,i
2 . (3)
NAM and NRV denote the number of available AM and RV obser-
vations, respectively, and σ refers to the associated uncertainties.
The terms x and y correspond to the coordinates of the orbit on
the plane of the sky and denote the declination and right ascen-
sion differences, respectively. The term V stands for the radial
velocities. The exponents “mod” and “obs” refer to the mod-
elled and observed constraints used during the fitting procedure.
Here, the observed positions xobs and yobs are computed from the
measured quantities (ρ, θ) by means of the simple relations x =
ρ cos θ and y = ρ sin θ, where ρ is the relative separation and θ
is the position angle for both components. Appendix A provides
the values of ρ and θ derived from the micrometric and interfer-
ometric measurements of HD 188753. In addition, the RV obser-
vations Vobs used in this work can be found in Griffin (1977),
Konacki (2005), and Mazeh et al. (2009). The theoretical values
in Eqs. (2) and (3), namely xmod, ymod, and Vmod, are calculated
from the orbital parameters of the system following the observ-
able model described in Appendix B. For the derivation of these
orbital parameters, that is, Porb = (P,T,V0,KA,KB, e, ω, a, i,Ω),
we employed a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method
using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (MH; Metropolis et al.
1953; Hastings 1970) as explained in Appendix C.
An essential aspect when combining different data types is
the determination of a proper relative weighting. To this end,
we performed a preliminary fit of each data set either coming
from astrometry or from RV measurements, and calculated the
root mean square (rms) of the residuals. Appendix D provides
the residual rms derived from the RV measurements of the dif-
ferent authors. In the same way, we derived the residual rms on
x and y by fitting the micrometric and interferometric measure-
ments independently. For micrometric measurements, we found
σx = 25 mas and σy = 34 mas while for interferometric measure-
ments, we found σx = 6 mas and σy = 11 mas. We used these
values determined after the fitting as weights for the combined
fit.
3.2. Orbit of the AB system
We applied the methodology described above in order to derive
the best-fit orbital solution of the visual pair, hereafter referred
to as the AB system. However, the RV measurements need to
be reduced from the 154-day modulation induced by the close
pair, hereafter referred to as the Bab sub-system. We then fitted
this 154-day modulation as described in Sect. 3.3 (see also
Appendix D) to obtain the long-period orbital motion of the AB
system.
Figure 2 shows the best-fit solution of the astrometric orbit,
plotted with all micrometric and interferometric data listed in
Table 2. Orbital and physical parameters of the AB system.
Parameter Median 84% interval 16% interval
P (yr) 25.63 +0.04 −0.04
T (yr) 1988.1 +0.1 −0.1
V0 (km s−1) −22.21 +0.03 −0.03
KA (km s−1) 4.8 +0.2 −0.2
KB (km s−1) 3.4 +0.3 −0.3
e 0.502 +0.008 −0.008
ω (degrees) 233.3 +1.3 −1.3
a (mas)a 258.7 +2.8 −2.7
i (degrees) 31.1 +1.5 −1.5
Ω (degrees) 45.7 +1.1 −1.1
MA (M) 1.05 +0.10 −0.09
MB (M) 1.46 +0.13 −0.11
a (AU) 11.8 +0.3 −0.3
π (mas)b 21.9 +0.6 −0.6
Notes. (a)mas is milliarcsecond. (b)Orbital parallax derived in Sect. 3.2.
Appendix A. The position of the primary component is marked
by a plus symbol at the origin of the axes. O − C residuals of
the orbital solution are indicated by the solid lines connecting
each observation to its predicted position along the orbit. We
note that this orbit is listed as grade 1 in the Sixth Catalog
of Orbits of Visual Binary Stars (Hartkopf et al. 2001a)6, on a
scale of 1 (“definitive”) to 5 (“indeterminate”), corresponding to
a well-distributed coverage exceeding one revolution. In Fig. 3,
we also plotted the radial velocities of the two visual compo-
nents computed from our best-fit solution. The black line denotes
the RV solution of the A component, i.e. the single star, while
the grey line denotes the RV solution of the Bab sub-system.
For comparison, we added the RV measurements from Griffin
(1977), Konacki (2005), and Mazeh et al. (2009), after having
removed the 154-day modulation. The final orbital parameters
determined from the best-fit solution are given in Table 2.
From these parameters, we can derive the mass of the two
components and the semi-major axis of the visual orbit (Heintz
1978):
MA =
1.036 × 10−7(KA + KB)2 KB P (1 − e2)3/2
sin3 i
, (4)
MB =
1.036 × 10−7(KA + KB)2 KA P (1 − e2)3/2
sin3 i
, (5)
aAU =
9.192 × 10−5(KA + KB) P (1 − e2)1/2
sin i
, (6)
where MA and MB are expressed in units of the solar mass and
aAU is expressed in astronomical units. Here, KA and KB are the
semi-amplitudes of the radial velocities for both components,
in km s−1, P is the orbital period, in days, e is the eccentricity
and i is the inclination of the plane of the orbit to the plane of
the sky. In addition, the parallax of the system can be determined
from the following ratio by combining the AM and RV results:
πmas =
amas
aAU
, (7)
where πmas is expressed in milliarcseconds. Here, amas denotes
the angular semi-major axis derived from the fitting procedure
6 http://ad.usno.navy.mil/wds/orb6.html
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Fig. 3. Radial velocities of the two visual components. Left panel: RV measurements of the primary (blue) and secondary (red) components after
having removed the 154-day modulation. Squares, circles, and diamonds denote the radial velocities from Griffin (1977), Konacki (2005), and
Mazeh et al. (2009), respectively. Right panel: zoom-in on the RV measurements of Mazeh et al. (2009) to show the quality of the fit. The black
line denotes the RV solution of the A component while the grey line denotes the RV solution of the B component.
and given in Table 2 while aAU denotes the linear semi-major
axis defined in Eq. (6). Table 2 provides the results of the
above equations. In order to derive the median and the credible
intervals of each physical parameter, namely MA, MB, aAU, and
πmas, we calculated Eqs. (4)–(7) using the chains of the orbital
parameters.
We found the orbital masses for the single star and the Bab
sub-system to be MA = 1.05+0.10−0.09 M and MB = 1.46
+0.13
−0.11 M,
respectively. The total mass of the triple star system is then
Msyst = 2.51+0.20−0.18 M. Additionally, the orbital parallax of the
system was found to be π = 21.9 ± 0.6 mas. A comparison with
the literature results is presented in Sect. 6.2.
3.3. Orbit of the Bab sub-system
To demonstrate the capacity of their new algorithm, TRIMOR,
Mazeh et al. (2009) re-analysed the spectra of HD 188753
obtained by Eggenberger et al. (2007). As a result, they derived
the radial velocities of the three stars, allowing them to clas-
sify the close pair as a double-lined spectroscopic binary (SB2).
We then applied our Bayesian analysis to the RV measurements
provided by Mazeh et al. (2009) in their Table 1.
Figure 4 shows the best-fit solution of the radial velocities
for both components of the Bab sub-system. We note that in our
analysis, we included a linear drift corresponding to the long-
period orbital motion of the Bab sub-system. The linear drift
and the orbital parameters of the close pair, determined from our
best-fit solution, are given in Table D.5. In particular, the Bab
sub-system has an eccentricity of 0.175 ± 0.002 and an orbital
period of 154.45 ± 0.09 days.
In the case of double-lined spectroscopic binaries, only the
quantities MA sin3 i and MB sin3 i can be derived from Eqs. (4)
and (5). These quantities thus provide a lower limit of the stel-
lar masses and a direct estimate of the mass ratio between both
stars. From the orbital parameters of the close pair, presented
in Table D.5, we obtained MBa sin3 iBab = 0.258 ± 0.004 M and
MBb sin3 iBab = 0.198 ± 0.002 M. Here, iBab denotes the incli-
nation of the Bab sub-system relative to the plane of the sky.
The mass ratio of the close pair is then found to be MBb/MBa =
0.767 ± 0.006, in agreement with the value of 0.768 ± 0.004
Fig. 4. RV measurements of the Ba (blue) and Bb (red) components
from Mazeh et al. (2009). The dashed line denotes the long-period
orbital motion of the close pair and corresponds to a linear drift towards
the positive radial velocities, as can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 3.
The black line denotes the RV solution of the Ba component, that is, the
most massive star of the close pair, while the grey line denotes the RV
solution of the Bb component, the faintest companion.
provided by Mazeh et al. (2009). We note that our error esti-
mate of the mass ratio is somewhat larger than that of Mazeh
et al. (2009). We suspect that the authors underestimate the
uncertainties on their orbital parameters, used in the calcula-
tion of the mass ratio, in comparison with our derived values
and those of Eggenberger et al. (2007). The advantage of our
Bayesian approach is that it yields credible intervals at 16% and
84%, corresponding to the frequentist 1-σ confidence intervals.
In the case of HD 188753, the inclination of the close pair can
be estimated from its spectroscopic mass sum MB sin3 iBab =
0.456 ± 0.006 M. Indeed, the total mass of the Bab sub-system,
MB = 1.46+0.13−0.11 M, is known from the orbital analysis of the
visual pair (see Sect. 3.2). The inclination of the close pair is
then found to be iBab = 42.8◦ ± 1.5◦. In addition, we previously
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determined the inclination of the AB system, listed in Table 2,
from our combined analysis of the visual orbit. This corresponds
to a minimal relative inclination (MRI) between the two orbits of
11.7◦ ± 1.7◦. The implications of the MRI for such a triple star
system will be discussed in Sect. 6.3.
Finally, the inclination iBab can be injected in the quantities
MBa sin3 iBab = 0.258 ± 0.004 M and MBb sin3 iBab = 0.198 ±
0.002 M in order to derive the individual masses for both stars
of the close pair. We found the orbital masses for stars Ba and
Bb to be MBa = 0.83± 0.07 M and MBb = 0.63+0.06−0.05 M, respec-
tively. In the following, we will compare the orbital masses
determined for the three stars of the system with the results of
the stellar modelling.
4. Seismic data analysis
The goal of this section is to derive accurate mode frequencies
and reliable proxies of the stellar masses and ages for the two
seismic components of HD 188753. These quantities will then be
used for the detailed modelling of each of the two components
as explained in Sect. 5.2.
4.1. Mode parameter extraction
The extraction of accurate mode frequencies for the two seis-
mic components of HD 188753 is an important step before
the stellar modelling. In this work, we adopted a maximum
likelihood estimation approach (MLE; Anderson et al. 1990) fol-
lowing the procedure described in Appourchaux et al. (2012b),
which has been extensively used during the nominal Kepler mis-
sion to provide the mode parameters of a large number of stars
(Appourchaux et al. 2012a,b, 2014, 2015).
We repeat here the different steps of this well-suited proce-
dure for completeness:
1. We derive initial guesses of the mode frequencies for the
fitting procedure by applying an automated method of detec-
tion (see Verner et al. 2011, and references therein) which is
based on the values of the seismic parameters, νmax and ∆ν,
that are manually tweaked if required.
2. We fit the power spectrum as the sum of a stellar back-
ground made up of a combination of a Lorentzian profile
and white noise, as well as a Gaussian oscillation mode enve-
lope with three parameters (the frequency of the maximum
mode power, the maximum power, and the width of the mode
power).
3. We fit the power spectrum with n orders using the mode
profile model described in Appourchaux et al. (2015), with
no rotational splitting and the stellar background fixed as
determined in step 2.
4. We repeat step 3 but leave the rotational splitting and the
stellar inclination angle as free parameters, and then apply
a likelihood ratio test to assess the significance of the fitted
splitting and inclination angle.
The steps above were used for the main mode power at 2200 µHz,
and repeated for the mode power at 3300 µHz. We note that for
the secondary component, we used the residual power spectrum
derived from the fit of the primary. It corresponds to the ratio
between the observed power spectrum and the best fitting model
of the primary component, which includes a Lorentzian pro-
file for the stellar background. As a result, the background was
modelled with a single white noise component when fitting the
mode power at 3300 µHz. The procedure for the quality assur-
ance of the frequencies obtained for both stars is described in
Appourchaux et al. (2012b) with a slight modification (for more
details, see Appourchaux et al. 2015). The frequencies and their
formal uncertainties, derived from the inverse of the Hessian
matrix, are provided in Appendix E.
4.2. Stellar parameters from scaling relations
Using the seismic parameters given in Table 1 for stars A and Ba,
it is possible to determine their stellar parameters without further
advanced modelling. Indeed, the stellar mass and radius of the
two seismic components can be estimated from the well-known
scaling relations:
M
M
=
(
νmax
νref
)3 (
∆ν
∆νref
)−4 ( Teff
Teff,
)3/2
, (8)
R
R
=
(
νmax
νref
) (
∆ν
∆νref
)−2 ( Teff
Teff,
)1/2
, (9)
where νmax is the frequency of maximum oscillation power, ∆ν
is the large frequency separation, and Teff is the effective tem-
perature of the star. Here, we adopted the reference values from
Mosser et al. (2013), νref = 3104 µHz and ∆νref = 138.8 µHz, and
the solar effective temperature, Teff, = 5777 K.
For each seismic component, we derived νmax by fitting a
parabola over four (star Ba) or five (star A) monopole modes
around the maximum of mode height and ∆ν by fitting the
asymptotic relation for frequencies (Tassoul 1980). For star A,
we obtained νmax = 2204 ± 8 µHz and ∆ν = 106.96 ± 0.08 µHz,
while for star Ba, we obtained νmax = 3274 ± 67 µHz and ∆ν =
147.42 ± 0.08 µHz. In this work, we adopted the spectroscopic
values of the effective temperature from Konacki (2005), Teff,A =
5750 ± 100 K and Teff,Ba = 5500 ± 100 K, measured indepen-
dently for stars A and Ba. Using Eqs. (8) and (9) with the
above values, we then obtained MA = 1.01 ± 0.03 M and RA =
1.19 ± 0.01 R for star A, and MBa = 0.86 ± 0.06 M and RBa =
0.91 ± 0.02 R for star Ba. The effective temperature of Ba is
contaminated by that of Bb. Due to the flux ratio of about 1 to
9 as measured by Mazeh et al. (2009), the temperature of Ba
is likely to be 3% lower. With the effective temperature bias
due to Bb, the mass and the radius of Ba would be lower by
0.04 M, 0.015 R, respectively; still commensurate with the ran-
dom errors. We also deduced the luminosity of the two stars from
the Stefan–Boltzmann law, L ∝ R2T 4eff , as LA = 1.40 ± 0.12 L
and LBa = 0.69 ± 0.07 L (with a bias of −0.1 L due to the
presence of Bb).
Consequently, provided that a measurement of Teff is avail-
able, the seismic parameters νmax and ∆ν give a direct estimate of
the stellar mass and radius independent of evolutionary models.
This so-called direct method has been applied to the hundreds
of solar-type stars for which Kepler has detected oscillations
(Chaplin et al. 2011, 2014). In the case of HD 188753, the masses
derived for each star from the direct method are consistent with
the results of our orbital analysis. Therefore, these estimates
provide an initial range of mass for stellar modelling.
4.3. Frequency separation ratios
In this work, we used the frequency separation ratios as observa-
tional constraints for the model fitting, instead of the individual
frequencies themselves. Indeed, Roxburgh & Vorontsov (2003)
demonstrated that the frequency ratios are approximately inde-
pendent of the structure of the outer layers and are determined
only by the internal structure of the star. They are therefore less
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Fig. 5. Frequency separation ratios as a function of frequency for star A (left) and star Ba (right). The ratios r01/10(n) and r02(n) derived from the
reference model of each star are indicated by red circles and squares, respectively, while the observed ratios are shown as connected points with
errors.
sensitive than the individual frequencies to the improper mod-
elling of the near-surface layers (Roxburgh 2005; Otí Floranes
et al. 2005) and are also insensitive to the line-of-sight Doppler
velocity shifts (Davies et al. 2014). The use of these ratios then
allows us to avoid potential biases from applying frequency
corrections for near-surface effects (e.g. Kjeldsen et al. 2008;
Gruberbauer et al. 2013; Ball & Gizon 2014a,b) and for Doppler
shifts.
The frequency separation ratios are defined as:
r02(n) =
d02(n)
∆1(n)
, (10)
r01(n) =
d01(n)
∆1(n)
, r10(n) =
d10(n)
∆0(n + 1)
, (11)
where d02(n) = νn,0 − νn−1,2 and ∆l(n) = νn,l − νn−1,l refer to
the small and large separations, respectively. Here, we adopted
the five-point smoothed small frequency separations following
Roxburgh & Vorontsov (2003):
d01(n) =
1
8
(νn−1,0 − 4νn−1,1 + 6νn,0 − 4νn,1 + νn+1,0), (12)
d10(n) = −
1
8
(νn−1,1 − 4νn,0 + 6νn,1 − 4νn+1,0 + νn+1,1), (13)
where ν is the mode frequency, n is the radial order and l is the
angular degree. In Fig. 5, we plotted for both stars the ratios r01,
r10 and r02 computed from the observed frequencies. A clear
oscillatory behaviour of the observed frequency ratios can be
seen for star A, in the left panel of Fig. 5, indicating an acoustic
glitch. Such a signature arises from the acoustic structure and has
already been detected in other solar-like stars (Mazumdar et al.
2014).
Another advantage of using the frequency ratios is that the
ratio r02 is sensitive to the structure of the core and hence to the
age of the star (Otí Floranes et al. 2005; Lebreton & Montalbán
2009). In particular, White et al. (2011) used the ratio r02 instead
of the small frequency separation to construct a modified version
of the so-called C-D diagram (Christensen-Dalsgaard 1984),
showing that this ratio is an effective indicator of the stellar
age. In the case of HD 188753, the mean values of the mea-
sured ratios, averaged over the whole range of the observed radial
orders, are 〈r02〉A = 0.043 ± 0.001 and 〈r02〉Ba = 0.051 ± 0.001.
From these values and those of the large frequency separation
listed in Table 1, we can then determine the position of the
two seismic components in the modified C-D diagram obtained
by White et al. (2011). Using their Fig. 8, we found an age of
∼11 Gyr for star A and of ∼8.0 Gyr for star Ba.
In addition, Creevey et al. (2017) recently derived a linear
relation between the mean value of r02 and the stellar age from
the analysis of 57 stars observed by Kepler. Using their Eq. (6)
with the above values of 〈r02〉, we found the individual ages for
stars A and Ba to be 9.5 ± 0.2 Gyr and 8.0 ± 0.2 Gyr, respec-
tively. We point out that our estimated errors only result from
the propagation of the uncertainties on the measured ratios, since
Creevey et al. (2017) do not provide uncertainties on their fitted
parameters. The use of the ratio r02 as a proxy of the stellar age
therefore allows us to derive an initial range of age for stellar
modelling.
5. Stellar modelling
5.1. Input physics
In order to determine precise stellar parameters for HD 188753,
we performed a detailed modelling of each seismic component
using the stellar evolution code CESTAM (Code d’Évolution
Stellaire, avec Transport, Adaptatif et Modulaire; Morel &
Lebreton 2008; Marques et al. 2013).
For our model calculations, we adopted the 2005 version
of the OPAL equation of state (Rogers & Nayfonov 2002) and
the OPAL opacities (Iglesias & Rogers 1996) complemented
by those of Alexander & Ferguson (1994) for low tempera-
tures. The opacity tables are given for the new solar mixture
derived by Asplund et al. (2009), which corresponds to (Z/X) =
0.0181. The microscopic diffusion of helium and heavy ele-
ments, including gravitational settling, thermal and concentra-
tion diffusion, but no radiative levitation, was taken into account
following the prescription of Michaud & Proffitt (1993). We used
the NACRE nuclear reaction rates (Angulo et al. 1999) with the
revised 14N(p, γ)15O reaction rate from Formicola et al. (2004).
Convection was treated according to the mixing-length theory
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(MLT; Böhm-Vitense 1958) and no overshooting was consid-
ered. A standard Eddington gray atmosphere was employed for
the atmospheric boundary condition.
5.2. Model optimisation
For each seismic component of HD 188753, we constructed a
grid of stellar evolutionary models using CESTAM with the
input physics described above. The goodness of fit was evalu-
ated for all of the grid models from the merit function χ2 given
by:
χ2 = (xmod − xobs)T C−1 (xmod − xobs), (14)
where xobs denotes the observational constraints considered, that
is, the frequency ratios defined in Eqs. (10) and (11), where
xmod denotes the theoretical values predicted by the model and
T denotes the transposed matrix. Here, C refers to the covariance
matrix of the observational constraints, which is not diagonal
due to the strong correlations between the frequency ratios. The
theoretical oscillation frequencies used for the calculation of
the frequency ratios were computed with the Aarhus adiabatic
oscillation package (ADIPLS; Christensen-Dalsgaard 2008).
Firstly, a total of 2000 random grid points were drawn for
each star from a reasonable range of the stellar parameters,
these being, the age of the star, the mass M, the initial helium
abundance Y0, the initial metal-to-hydrogen ratio (Z/X)0 and
the mixing-length parameter for convection αMLT. Following the
age-〈r02〉 relation of Creevey et al. (2017), the age of the two stars
was assumed to be in the range 5–13 Gyr. For stars A and Ba,
we adopted MA ∈ [0.9, 1.2] M and MBa ∈ [0.7, 1.0] M, respec-
tively, in agreement with the results of the orbital analysis and
scaling relations. We considered Y0 ∈ [YP, 0.31] where YP =
0.2477 ± 0.0001 is the primordial value from standard Big Bang
nucleosynthesis (Planck Collaboration XVI 2014). The present
(Z/X) ratio can be derived from the observed [Fe/H] value,
provided in Table 1, through the relation [Fe/H] = log(Z/X) −
log(Z/X). We then estimated the initial [Z/X]0 ratio as being in
the range 0.01–0.05, which was shifted to a higher value to com-
pensate for diffusion. We adopted αMLT ∈ [1.6, 2] following the
solar calibration of Trampedach et al. (2014) that corresponds to
αMLT, = 1.76 ± 0.04.
Secondly, in order to determine the final parameters of the
two stars, we employed a Levenberg–Marquardt minimisation
method using the Optimal Stellar Models (OSM)7 software
developed by R. Samadi. For star A, we selected the 50 grid
models with the lowest χ2 values and used them as a start-
ing point for the final optimisation. We then performed a set
of local minimisations adopting the age of the star, the mass,
the initial helium abundance, the initial (Z/X)0 ratio and the
mixing-length parameter as free model parameters. Again, we
adopted the merit function defined in Eq. (14) associated with
the frequency ratios. For star Ba, due to the limited number of
observed ratios, we decided to only adjust the age, the mass,
and the initial helium abundance. We then performed a first set
of minimisations from the 15 grid models with the lowest χ2
values. During the minimisation process, the initial (Z/X)0 ratio
and the mixing-length parameter were fixed at the value of the
grid point considered. In order to explore the impact of changing
these parameters, we performed a second set of minimisations
for the 15 grid models previously selected adopting (Z/X)0 =
[0.015, 0.025, 0.035, 0.045] and αMLT = [1.65, 1.75, 1.85, 1.95]
7 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/osm
Table 3. Reference models for star A and star Ba.
Parameter Star A Star Ba
M (M) 0.99 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.01
Age (Gyr) 10.7 ± 0.2 11.0 ± 0.3
Y0 0.278 ± 0.002 0.289 ± 0.004
(Z/X)0 0.033 ± 0.001 0.031a
αMLT 1.83 ± 0.06 1.77a
L (L) 1.23 0.57
R (R) 1.18 0.91
Teff (K) 5598 5272
log g (cgs) 4.29 4.46
[Fe/H] (dex) 0.17 0.15
χ2N 2.35 4.17
Notes. (a)The reference model of star Ba was obtained for (Z/X)0 and
αMLT fixed at their grid-point values during the minimisation process
(see text).
as fixed values. In total, the number of local minimisations for
star Ba was 15 + 4 × 4 × 15 = 255. We note that our reference
model of star Ba, provided in Table 3, was obtained for (Z/X)0
and αMLT fixed at their grid-point values.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of the observed frequency
ratios (black crosses) with the corresponding values derived
from the reference model of each star (red symbols). The mod-
elling results for stars A and Ba are given in Table 3. The error
bars on the stellar parameters were derived from the inverse of
the Hessian matrix. The normalised χ2 values were computed as
χ2N = χ
2/N where N denotes the number of observed frequency
ratios used for the optimisation.
6. Results and discussion
6.1. Physical parameters of HD 188753
From the modelling, we found the individual ages for stars A
and Ba to be 10.7 ± 0.2 Gyr and 11.0 ± 0.3 Gyr, respectively.
These values are consistent within their error bars, as expected
from the common origin of both stars. Combining the individual
ages, the system is then about 10.8 ± 0.2 Gyr old.
In addition, the stellar masses from our reference models
were found to be MA = 0.99 ± 0.01 M and MBa = 0.86 ±
0.01 M, which agree very well with the results of the orbital
analysis and scaling relations. This latter value can be injected in
the mass ratio of the close pair derived in Sect. 3.3, MBb/MBa =
0.767 ± 0.006, in order to determine the mass of the faintest
star with much more precision than in our orbital analysis.
The seismic mass of the star Bb is then found to be MBb =
0.66 ± 0.01 M. As a result, the seismic mass of the Bab sub-
system is MB = 1.52± 0.02 M and the total seismic mass of the
triple star system is Msyst = 2.51 ± 0.02 M. This method pro-
vides a precise but model-dependent total mass of the system,
which can be compared with the results of our orbital analysis.
Indeed, as explained in Sect. 3.2, we obtained a direct estimate
of the total mass, Msyst = 2.51+0.20−0.18 M, using the astrometric
and RV observations of the system. We find excellent agree-
ment between the seismic and orbital values of the total mass
for HD 188753, bolstering our confidence in the results of the
stellar modelling.
Our stellar models thus provide precise and accurate val-
ues of the individual masses that can be used to refine the
physical parameters of the system. For example, the semi-major
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axis of the relative orbit is related to the total mass and to the
orbital period of the system from the Kepler’s third law. In other
words, the total mass of the system expressed in units of the
solar mass is given by Msyst = a3AU/P
2, where aAU is the semi-
major axis expressed in astronomical units and P is the orbital
period expressed in years. Using the Kepler’s third law with
the total seismic mass and the orbital period of the AB system,
Msyst = 2.51 ± 0.02 M and P = 25.63 ± 0.04 yr, we find that
the semi-major axis of the relative orbit for the visual pair is
aAU = 11.82 ± 0.03 AU. Furthermore, by applying the definition
of the centre of mass to the AB system, we can also derive the
semi-major axis of the two barycentric orbits with:
aA = aAU
MB
MA + MB
and aB = aAU
MA
MA + MB
, (15)
where, obviously, aAU = aA + aB. Adopting the seismic masses
MA = 0.99 ± 0.01 M and MB = 1.52 ± 0.02 M and the above
value of the semi-major axis aAU, we then obtain aA = 7.17 ±
0.04 AU and aB = 4.65 ± 0.03 AU. Similarly, the Kepler’s third
law and the definition of the centre of mass can be applied to the
Bab sub-system using the seismic masses of the close pair. From
the above values of MBa and MBb, associated with an orbital
period of 154.45 ± 0.09 days, we find that the semi-major axes
for star Ba and star Bb are aBa = 0.282 ± 0.002 AU and aBb =
0.367 ± 0.002 AU, respectively.
6.2. Asteroseismic parallax
As explained in Sect. 3.2, the astrometric and RV observations
of the visual pair can be combined in order to derive the parallax
of the system. The term “orbital parallax” has been suggested to
denote a parallax determined in this way (Armstrong et al. 1992).
From our combined analysis of the visual pair, we then obtained
an orbital parallax of π = 21.9 ± 0.6 mas.
In the case of HD 188753, the precision on the parallax can
be improved using the total seismic mass of the system deter-
mined in Sect. 6.1. Indeed, combining the Kepler’s third law with
Eq. (7) provides a direct relation between the total mass and the
parallax of the system:
Msyst =
(
amas
πmas
)3 1
P2
, (16)
where Msyst is expressed in units of the solar mass and πmas is
expressed in milliarcseconds. Here, amas is the angular semi-
major axis of the visual pair, in mas, and P is the orbital period,
in years. Adopting the total seismic mass Msyst = 2.51± 0.02 M
and the values of amas and P listed in Table 2, we find that the
“asteroseismic parallax” of the system is π = 21.9±0.2 mas. The
error bars on the parallax are estimated through a Monte Carlo
simulation using the chains from our Bayesian analysis for amas
and P, and a randomised total mass. The probability distributions
of the three parameters are then injected in Eq. (16) in order to
compute the median and credible intervals for the parallax. We
thus obtain a precise estimate of the parallax by combining the
asteroseismic and astrometric observations of the system.
As a comparison, the literature values of the parallax for
HD 188753 are given in Table 4. Firstly, we note that our results
are consistent with the revised HIPPARCOS parallax, π = 21.6 ±
0.7 mas, obtained by van Leeuwen (2007). For HD 188753, the
author adopted a standard model characterised by five astromet-
ric parameters to describe the apparent motion of the source.
These five parameters are the position (α, δ) at the HIPPARCOS
Table 4. Estimated values of the parallax for HD 188753.
Parallax Reference
(mas)
21.9 ± 0.2 Our seismic estimatea
21.9 ± 0.6 Our orbital estimateb
21.6 ± 0.7 van Leeuwen (2007)
21.9 ± 0.6 Söderhjelm (1999)
Notes. (a)See Sect. 6.2. (b)See Sect. 3.2.
epoch, the parallax π and the proper motion (µα∗, µδ), and refer
to the photocenter of the system. In the case of resolved bina-
ries, it is possible to take the duplicity of the system into account
by combining the HIPPARCOS astrometry with existing ground-
based observations. For this, Söderhjelm (1999) employed an
astrometric model specified by the seven orbital parameters
(P,T, e, ω, a, i,Ω), also known as the Campbell elements, in
addition to the five parameters quoted above. For HD 188753,
Söderhjelm (1999) then obtained a parallax of 21.9 ± 0.6 mas,
which is in excellent agreement with the results of our anal-
ysis. Using stellar modelling, we thus reduced by a factor of
about three the uncertainty on the parallax, which is found inde-
pendently of the HIPPARCOS data. In addition, the combined
treatment of the visual pair, using (visual and speckle) rela-
tive positions plus HIPPARCOS data, allows the author to derive
the semi-major axis and the orbital period defined in Eq. (16).
Knowing the parallax, Söderhjelm (1999) found that the total
mass of the system is Msyst = 2.73 ± 0.33 M. The discrepancy
between this latter estimate and that reported in this work can
be explained by the larger value of the semi-major axis derived
by Söderhjelm (1999). However, we point out that our orbital
solution results from the derivation of a full orbit using high-
resolution techniques, in contrast to that of Söderhjelm (1999).
Unfortunately, there is no available parallax for the system
HD 188753 from the Gaia Data Release 1 (DR1; Lindegren
et al. 2016). However, as explained in Lindegren et al. (2016),
binaries and multiple stellar systems did not receive a special
treatment in the data processing. For Gaia DR1, the sources
were all treated as single stars. Furthermore, the derived proper
motion should be interpreted as the mean motion of the system
between the HIPPARCOS epoch (J1991.25) and the Gaia DR1
epoch (J2015.0). The consequence could be that the positions
at the two epochs refer to different components of the system,
including its photocentre.
6.3. Relative inclination of the two orbits
From our orbital analysis of HD 188753, we derived in Sect. 3.3
an MRI between the visual AB system and the close Bab sub-
system of 11.7◦ ± 1.7◦. In particular, we used the orbital value of
the mass MB, associated with the quantity MB sin3 iBab = 0.456±
0.006 M, to estimate the inclination of the Bab sub-system.
As demonstrated in Sect. 6.1, stellar modelling provides pre-
cise and accurate values of the individual masses, which can
be adopted in our calculations to refine the physical parameters
of the system. Using the above value of MB sin3 iBab with the
seismic mass MB = 1.52 ± 0.02 M, we find that the inclination
of the Bab sub-system is iBab = 42.0◦ ± 0.3◦. Since the incli-
nation of the AB system is known (see Table 2), the minimal
relative inclination between the two orbits can be precisely deter-
mined. We thus obtain a final MRI value of 10.9◦ ± 1.5◦ for the
triple star system HD 188753. Mazeh et al. (2009) attempted
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to estimate the relative inclination of the system using a sim-
ilar approach. For this, the authors adopted the total mass of
the system provided by Söderhjelm (1999) and the mass ratio
of the visual pair from Eggenberger et al. (2007) to determine
the mass of the Bab sub-system. The derived value was then
injected in Eq. (6) of Mazeh et al. (2009), which is equivalent
to the spectroscopic mass sum MB sin3 iBab of the close pair. In
this way, Mazeh et al. (2009) found that the inclination of the
Bab sub-system is iBab = 39.6◦ ± 2.8◦ (their Table 3). Consider-
ing an inclination for the visual pair of 34◦ (Söderhjelm 1999)8,
the MRI value obtained by Mazeh et al. (2009) from their astro-
metric approach is about 6◦. The advantage of our approach is
to provide a more robust estimate of the MRI by combining the
modelling results with those derived from the orbital analysis.
The distribution of the relative inclination in triple stars can
provide valuable information about the dynamical evolution of
multiple stellar systems (Sterzik & Tokovinin 2002). The relative
inclination, φ, between the two orbital planes is given by (Batten
1973; Fekel 1981):
cos φ = cos iout cos iin + sin iout sin iin cos(Ωout −Ωin), (17)
where i is the orbital inclination, Ω is the position angle of the
ascending node and φ ∈ [0, π]. Here, the indices “out” and “in”
refer to the outer and inner orbits, namely the AB system and the
Bab sub-system, respectively. We note that the inclination φ also
corresponds to the relative angle between the angular momen-
tum vectors of the inner and outer orbits. As a result, the mutual
orientation of both orbits is prograde for 0◦ ≤ φ < 90◦ and retro-
grade for 90◦ < φ ≤ 180◦. In the case of HD 188753, the position
angle of the ascending node is totally unknown for the Bab sub-
system and thus the relative inclination φ cannot be determined.
However, it is easy to show from Eq. (17) that iBab − iAB ≤ φ ≤
iBab + iAB. From the derived values of iBab and iAB, we then
obtain a relative inclination of 10.9◦ ≤ φpro ≤ 73.1◦ where the
lower limit corresponds to the MRI defined above. Since the
direction of motion is not known from RV observations, we
point out that the orbital inclination of the Bab sub-system may
also be iBab = 138.0◦ ± 0.3◦. By symmetry, we then find that
106.9◦ ≤ φretro ≤ 169.1◦.
In contrast to the previous analysis of Mazeh et al. (2009),
we argue that the triple star system HD 188753 does not have a
coplanar configuration. Indeed, we found that the relative incli-
nation between the two orbits may be as high as ∼73◦, with a
lower limit at 10.9◦ ± 1.5◦. For inclined systems, it has been
shown that the eccentricity of the inner orbit, ein, and the rel-
ative inclination, φ, may vary periodically such that the quantity
(1 − e2in) cos
2 φ is conserved. This so-called Lidov-Kozai mecha-
nism (Lidov 1962; Kozai 1962), which takes place when 39.2◦ ≤
φ ≤ 140.8◦, plays an important role in the evolution of multiple
stellar systems (see e.g. Toonen et al. 2016 for a review). Unfor-
tunately, the suitability of such a mechanism cannot be assessed
for our triple star system. However, it is interesting to see how
the combined analysis of HD 188753 enabled us to put stringent
limits on its relative inclination.
6.4. Impact of the input physics
In this section, we investigate the impact of the input physics on
the mass and age of star A. For this, we used the 50 grid models
determined in Sect. 5.2 as a starting point for the optimisa-
tion. Again, we employed a Levenberg–Marquardt minimisation
8 Söderhjelm (1999) value is not accompanied by error bars.
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Fig. 6. Frequency separation ratios as a function of frequency for star A.
Red diamonds correspond to our reference model computed without
overshooting while blue diamonds correspond to our optimal model
computed with overshooting (αov = 0.2). The observed ratios are shown
as connected points with errors.
method to obtain the best-fit model for the different sets of input
physics considered.
We remind the reader that our reference model, labelled
“Ref” in Table 5, was computed without overshooting, using
the solar mixture of Asplund et al. (2009; hereafter AGSS09)
and including microscopic diffusion. In order to check the con-
sistency of the derived stellar parameters from our reference
model, we then adopted the following input physics during the
minimisation process:
– Model “Ovsht” computed assuming an overshoot parameter
αov = 0.2.
– Model “GS98” computed using the solar mixture of
Grevesse & Sauval (1998).
– Model “Nodiff” computed without microscopic diffusion.
For each case, an optimal model was found by fitting the fre-
quency ratios, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The corresponding stellar
parameters are listed in Table 5.
Based on the modelling results, the mass of star A appears to
be in the range [0.95, 1.08] M. Unfortunately, the large uncer-
tainty on the orbital value of the mass, MA = 1.05+0.10−0.09 M, does
not allow us to discard either of the models. In addition, we find
the age of star A to be in the range 10.1–11.6 Gyr. As a result, the
estimate of the age also suffers from a large uncertainty due to
the physics used in the models. On the other hand, the inclusion
of overshooting produces a better fit to the frequency ratios (see
Fig. 6). For this model, the derived values of the stellar parame-
ters are in good agreement with those from our reference model,
thereby reinforcing the results of this study.
We point out that further RV observations of HD 188753 are
expected to provide much more stringent constraints on the stel-
lar masses, which should help to disentangle the different input
physics. In particular, the choice of the solar mixture requires a
dedicated study, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
7. Conclusions
Using Kepler photometry, we report, for the first time, the detec-
tion of solar-like oscillations in the two brightest components of
a close triple star system, HD 188753. We performed the seismic
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Table 5. Derived fundamental parameters of star A for all the models using different input physics.
Model M Age Y0 (Z/X)0 αMLT L R Teff log g [Fe/H] χ2N
(M) (Gyr) (L) (R) (K) (cgs) (dex)
Ref 0.99 ± 0.01 10.7 ± 0.2 0.278 ± 0.002 0.033 ± 0.001 1.83 ± 0.06 1.23 1.18 5598 4.29 0.17 2.35
Ovsht 1.00 ± 0.01 10.9 ± 0.2 0.277 ± 0.002 0.034 ± 0.001 1.87 ± 0.05 1.22 1.18 5592 4.29 0.19 1.10
GS98 0.95 ± 0.01 11.6 ± 0.2 0.290 ± 0.002 0.039 ± 0.002 1.63 ± 0.07 1.10 1.16 5487 4.28 0.13 1.76
Nodiff 1.08 ± 0.01 10.1 ± 0.2 0.257 ± 0.002 0.040 ± 0.001 1.89 ± 0.07 1.33 1.21 5646 4.31 0.34 3.16
Notes. Model “Ref” computed without overshooting, using the AGSS09 solar mixture and including microscopic diffusion (see Sect. 5.1). Model
“Ovsht” computed assuming an overshoot parameter αov = 0.2. Model “GS98” computed using the solar mixture of Grevesse & Sauval (1998).
Model “Nodiff” computed without microscopic diffusion.
analysis of the two stars, providing accurate mode frequen-
cies and reliable proxies of the stellar masses and ages. From
the modelling, we also derived precise but model-dependent
stellar parameters for the two oscillating components. In par-
ticular, we found that the mean common age of the system is
10.8 ± 0.2 Gyr while the masses of the two seismic stars are
MA = 0.99 ± 0.01 M and MBa = 0.86 ± 0.01 M. Furthermore,
we explored the impact on the derived stellar parameters of vary-
ing the input physics of the models. For star A, the best-fit model
was obtained by assuming an overshoot parameter of 0.2.
We also performed the first orbital analysis of HD 188753
that combines both the position and RV measurements of the
system. For the wide pair, we derived the masses of the visual
components and the parallax of the system, π = 21.9 ± 0.6 mas.
In addition, we derived a precise mass ratio between both stars of
the close pair, MBb/MBa = 0.767±0.006. We then found individ-
ual masses that are in good agreement with the modelling results.
Finally, from the orbital analysis, we estimated the total mass of
the system to be Msyst = 2.51+0.20−0.18 M.
Combining the asteroseismic and astrometric observations of
HD 188753 allowed us to better characterise the main features of
this triple star system. For example, using the mass ratio of the
close pair, we precisely determined the mass of the faintest star,
MBb = 0.66 ± 0.01 M, from the seismic mass of its companion.
We then estimated the total seismic mass of the system to be
Msyst = 2.51 ± 0.02 M, which agrees perfectly with the orbital
value. Injecting this latter into the Kepler’s third law leads to
the best current estimate of the parallax for HD 188753, namely
π = 21.9±0.2 mas. From our combined analysis, we also derived
stringent limits on the relative inclination of the system. With a
lower limit at 10.9◦ ± 1.5◦, we concluded that HD 188753 does
not have a coplanar configuration.
In this work, we demonstrated that binaries and multiple stel-
lar systems have the potential to constrain fundamental stellar
parameters, such as the mass and the age. Further observa-
tions using asteroseismology and astrometry also promise to
improve our knowledge about the dynamical evolution of triple
and higher-order systems. In this context, we stress the neces-
sity to prepare catalogues of binaries and multiples for the future
space missions TESS (Ricker et al. 2015) and PLATO (Rauer
et al. 2014).
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Appendix A: Orbital data
Table A.1. Relative positions of the two visual components from
interferometric observations.
Date Angle Separation Reference
(Bess. yr.) (degrees) (arcsec)
1895.6750 77.40a 0.340 Hough (1899)
1895.7010 79.40a 0.300 Hough (1899)
1905.7010 149.9 0.280 van Biesbroeck (1918)
1906.6730 158.9 0.260 van Biesbroeck (1918)
1906.7530 162.3a 0.250 van Biesbroeck (1918)
1911.5110 282.6a 0.160 van Biesbroeck (1918)
1912.6570 346.5a 0.150 van Biesbroeck (1918)
1914.4900 22.80 0.200 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1917.5200 55.60 0.310 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1917.5680 55.10 0.300 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1917.6090 58.30 0.290 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1917.6200 60.50 0.270 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1917.6230 54.80 0.270 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1918.2820 63.20 0.300 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1918.4190 70.20 0.310 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1918.4680 67.10 0.320 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1918.5010 68.30 0.320 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1918.5400 65.60 0.340 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1918.6400 61.00 0.290 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1919.6300 67.00 0.260 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1920.3300 68.60 0.410 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1920.4120 75.20 0.360 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1920.5660 79.20 0.320 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1920.6230 80.40 0.380 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1921.5600 77.20 0.340 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1921.6500 88.00 0.310 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1923.2400 87.00 0.370 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1923.4980 92.20 0.400 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1923.5470 89.70 0.370 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1923.6620 93.00 0.370 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1924.5030 95.40 0.320 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1924.6420 96.60 0.290 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1924.6480 96.10 0.310 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1925.3780 99.60 0.340 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1925.4630 102.8 0.320 van Biesbroeck (1927)
1948.6810 84.10 0.360 Baize (1952)
1948.7220 86.50 0.350 Baize (1952)
1948.7280 86.30 0.370 Baize (1952)
1948.7310 85.10 0.360 Baize (1952)
1953.7630 129.2 0.310 Baize (1954)
1953.7750 118.5 0.290 Baize (1954)
1953.7770 119.0 0.310 Baize (1954)
1954.7900 123.7 0.300 Muller (1955)
1954.7900 121.1 0.280 Muller (1955)
1954.8200 123.0 0.250 Muller (1955)
1956.7750 146.1 0.240 Baize (1957)
1956.7770 144.5 0.280 Baize (1957)
1956.8040 146.0 0.240 Baize (1957)
1956.8070 145.4 0.220 Baize (1957)
Notes. (a)These values were corrected for a 180◦ ambiguity in the
quadrant determination.
Table A.1. continued.
Date Angle Separation Reference
(Bess. yr.) (degrees) (arcsec)
1957.6090 157.6 0.270 van den Bos (1959)
1957.6200 155.4 0.280 van den Bos (1959)
1957.6280 161.6 0.260 van den Bos (1959)
1960.6880 213.6 0.180 Worley (1962)
1960.7050 215.7 0.180 Worley (1962)
1960.7570 218.9 0.180 Worley (1962)
1960.8030 214.0 0.160 Worley (1962)
1962.6720 282.5 0.130 van den Bos (1963)
1966.7190 36.60 0.300 Couteau (1967)
1966.7460 33.10 0.260 Couteau (1967)
1966.7560 32.80 0.250 Couteau (1967)
1969.6510 59.20 0.350 Couteau (1970)
1969.6700 64.00 0.330 Couteau (1970)
1969.6980 60.50 0.360 Couteau (1970)
1972.4700 79.10 0.340 van Biesbroeck (1974)
1972.5410 81.40 0.320 van Biesbroeck (1974)
1974.6000 92.50 0.350 Heintz (1975)
1974.6400 91.40 0.350 Holden (1975)
1975.5620 95.60 0.290 Holden (1976)
1978.6200 112.1 0.320 Heintz (1980)
1987.5400 252.2 0.120 Heintz (1990)
1988.5600 289.9 0.100 Heintz (1990)
1989.4800 334.2 0.130 Heintz (1990)
1990.5250 12.10 0.156 Couteau & Ling (1991)
1990.5290 12.80 0.189 Couteau & Ling (1991)
1992.5330 41.60 0.240 Couteau et al. (1993)
1992.5330 41.90 0.245 Couteau et al. (1993)
1992.5530 41.60 0.237 Couteau et al. (1993)
1997.7500 79.80 0.370 Heintz (1998)
Table A.2. Relative positions of the two visual components from
interferometric observations.
Date Angle Separation Reference
(Bess. yr.) (degrees) (arcsec)
1979.7420 125.4 0.300 Tokovinin (1980)
1984.7780 177.2 0.214 Tokovinin (1985)
1991.2500 26.00 0.221 ESA (1997)a
1995.7593 65.70 0.343 Hartkopf et al. (1997)
1996.4199 69.60 0.361 Hartkopf et al. (2000)
1996.6903 72.10 0.355 Hartkopf et al. (2000)
1997.5203 78.20 0.355 Horch et al. (1999)
1997.5231 75.50 0.371 Horch et al. (1999)
1999.8824 88.40 0.371 Horch et al. (2002)
2001.4991 98.00 0.354 Mason et al. (2011)
2003.4840 108.6 0.340 Mason et al. (2004)
2003.5980 110.6 0.310 Mason et al. (2004)
2003.6500 110.2 0.340 Mason et al. (2004)
2003.7670 111.1 0.300 Mason et al. (2004)
2006.5615 132.8 0.286 Hartkopf & Mason (2009)
Notes. (a)HIPPARCOS measure.
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Appendix B: Observable model
The radial velocities VA and VB and the coordinates of the orbit
on the plane of the sky (x, y) are calculated from the orbital
parameters Porb = (P,T,V0,KA,KB, e, ω, a, i,Ω) by means of the
following equations:
VA = V0 + KA [e cosω + cos(ν + ω)], (B.1)
VB = V0 − KB [e cosω + cos(ν + ω)], (B.2)
x = AX + FY, (B.3)
y = BX + GY, (B.4)
where V0 is the systemic velocity, KA and KB are the semi-
amplitudes of the radial velocities for each component, e is the
orbital eccentricity and ω is the argument of periastron. The
Thiele-Innes elements A, B, F, and G are given by:
A = a (cosω cos Ω − sinω sin Ω cos i), (B.5)
B = a (cosω sin Ω + sinω cos Ω cos i), (B.6)
F = −a (sinω cos Ω + cosω sin Ω cos i), (B.7)
G = −a (sinω sin Ω − cosω cos Ω cos i), (B.8)
where a is the semi-major axis of the relative orbit, Ω is the posi-
tion angle of the line of nodes and i is the inclination of the plane
of the orbit to the plane of the sky. The true anomaly ν and the
normalized rectangular coordinates in the true orbit (X, Y) are
derived as follows:
tan
ν
2
=
√
1 + e
1 − e
tan
E
2
, (B.9)
X = cos E − e, (B.10)
Y =
√
1 − e2 sin E, (B.11)
where E is the eccentric anomaly. This latter can be found using a
fixed-point method to solve the Kepler’s equation for any time t:
2π
P
(t − T ) = E − e sin E, (B.12)
where P is the orbital period and T is the time of periastron
passage.
Appendix C: Bayesian approach
For deriving the orbital parameters of HD 188753, we adopted a
Bayesian approach as explained below.
According to Bayes’ theorem, the posterior probability of the
orbital parameters Porb given the data D is stated as:
P(Porb|D) =
P(Porb) P(D|Porb)
P(D)
, (C.1)
where P(Porb) is the prior probability of the orbital parameters,
P(D) is the global normalisation likelihood and P(D|Porb) is the
likelihood of the data given the orbital parameters, L, defined
in Sect. 3.1. The derivation of the posterior probabilities can be
done using the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm (see, as a start-
ing point, Appourchaux 2014). We used a Markov Chain for
exploring the space to go from a set Ptorb to another set P
t′
orb,
assuming that either set has the same probability, i.e. P(Ptorb) =
P(Pt
′
orb). The Metropolis–Hastings algorithm requires that we
compute the following ratio:
r =
P(Pt
′
orb|D)
P(Ptorb|D)
=
P(D|Pt
′
orb)
P(D|Ptorb)
, (C.2)
which is simply the ratio of the likelihood given in Eq. (1). The
acceptance probability of the new set, Pt
′
orb, is then defined as:
α(Ptorb,P
t′
orb) = min (1, r) = min
1, P(D|Pt′orb)P(D|Ptorb)
 . (C.3)
The new values of the orbital parameters are accepted if β ≤ α,
where β is a random number drawn from a uniform distribution
over the interval [0, 1], and rejected otherwise.
We set ten chains of 10 million points each with starting
points taken randomly from appropriate distributions. The new
set of orbital parameters is computed using a random walk as:
Pt
′
orb = P
t
orb + αrate ∆Porb, (C.4)
where ∆Porb is given by a multinomial normal distribution with
independent parameters and αrate is an adjustable parameter that
is reduced by a factor of two until the rate of acceptance of the
new set exceeds 25%. We then derived the posterior probabil-
ity of each parameter from the chains after rejecting the initial
burn-in phase (i.e. the first 10% of each chain). For all parame-
ters, we computed the median and the credible intervals at 16%
and 84%, corresponding to a 1-σ interval for a normal distribu-
tion. The advantage of this percentile definition over the mode
(maximum of the posterior distribution) or the mean (average
of the distribution) is that it is conservative with respect to any
change of variable over these parameters.
Appendix D: Radial-velocity solutions
Table D.1. Orbital solution for star A using the radial-velocity measure-
ments from Griffin (1977).
Parameter Median 84% interval 16% interval
P (days) 154.8 +0.7 −0.7
T (MJD-40 000)a 2243 +13 −12
V0 (km s−1) −20.7 +0.2 −0.2
KA (km s−1) 2.5 +0.4 −0.3
e 0.21 +0.12 −0.12
ω (degrees) 56 +35 −30
a1 (km s−1 yr−1)b −0.34 +0.13 −0.13
Star Nmeas rms (m s−1)
Ac 54 841
Notes. (a)The Modified Julian Date (MJD) is defined as MJD =
JD − 2 400 000.5. (b)The long-period orbital motion was taken into
account through the linear term a1(t−T ). (c)Given the strong line blend-
ing, the linear trend for star A is affected by the 154-day modulation of
the close pair.
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Table D.2. Orbital solution for star A using the radial-velocity measure-
ments from Konacki (2005).
Parameter Median 84% interval 16% interval
a1 (km s−1 yr−1) −0.45 +0.02 −0.02
Star Nmeas rms (m s−1)
A 11 151
Table D.3. Orbital solution for star Ba using the radial-velocity mea-
surements from Konacki (2005).
Parameter Median 84% interval 16% interval
P (days) 153.97 +0.07 −0.07
T (JD-2 450 000) 3245.9 +0.7 −0.8
V0 (km s−1) −22.24 +0.06 −0.06
KBa (km s−1) 13.30 +0.04 −0.04
e 0.151 +0.008 −0.008
ω (degrees) 126.3 +1.7 −1.9
Star Nmeas rms (m s−1)
Ba 11 104
Table D.4. Orbital solution for star A using the radial-velocity measure-
ments from Mazeh et al. (2009).
Parameter Median 84% interval 16% interval
a1 (km s−1 yr−1) −0.60 +0.06 −0.06
Star Nmeas rms (m s−1)
A 35 98
Table D.5. Orbital solution for stars Ba and Bb using the radial-velocity
measurements from Mazeh et al. (2009).
Parameter Median 84% interval 16% interval
P (days) 154.45 +0.09 −0.09
T (JD-2 450 000) 3 713.9 +0.4 −0.4
V0 (km s−1) -21.61 +0.03 −0.03
KBa (km s−1) 13.48 +0.03 −0.03
KBb (km s−1) 17.56 +0.13 −0.13
e 0.175 +0.002 −0.002
ω (degrees) 134.8 +1.1 −1.1
a1 (km s−1 yr−1) 0.34 +0.09 −0.07
MBa sin3 i (M) 0.258 +0.004 −0.004
MBb sin3 i (M) 0.198 +0.002 −0.002
Star Nmeas rms (m s−1)
Ba 35 72
Bb 35 457
Appendix E: Seismic data
Table E.1. Frequencies for star A.
l Frequency 1-σ error
(µHz) (µHz)
0 1770.42 0.18
0 1875.97 0.13
0 1982.17 0.07
0 2088.81 0.12
0 2196.04 0.09
0 2303.19 0.09
0 2410.03 0.10
0 2517.29 0.23
0 2625.52 0.48
0 2732.74 0.33
1 1712.61 0.13
1 1818.91 0.14
1 1924.39 0.12
1 2031.43 0.09
1 2138.75 0.07
1 2246.03 0.09
1 2353.59 0.09
1 2461.19 0.12
1 2569.13 0.24
1 2677.45 0.39
2 1976.76 0.12
2 2083.76 0.11
2 2191.54 0.10
2 2298.92 0.14
2 2405.95 0.12
2 2513.76 0.31
2 2622.08 0.82
Notes. The first column is the spherical harmonic degree. The second
column is the temporal frequency. The third column is the 1-σ uncer-
tainty quoted when the mode is fitted. All modes were correctly detected
and fitted. No correction for Doppler shifts was applied.
Table E.2. Frequencies for star Ba.
l Frequency 1-σ error
(µHz) (µHz)
0 3032.66 0.59
0 3179.87 0.07
0 3327.29 0.10
0 3474.60 0.08
1 2955.81 0.19
1 3103.50 0.08
1 3251.46 0.09
1 3397.96 0.11
1 3546.32 0.22
2 3172.14 0.08
2 3320.03 0.08
2 3466.91 0.47
Notes. The first column is the spherical harmonic degree. The second
column is the temporal frequency. The third column is the 1-σ uncer-
tainty quoted when the mode is fitted. All modes were correctly detected
and fitted. No correction for Doppler shifts was applied.
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